ALERT

Warning against LiveFX Trader

The Cyprus Securities and Exchange Commission (the “CySEC”) and the Financial Services Commission, Mauritius (the “FSC Mauritius”) would like to alert the public with regards to LiveFX Trader (“LiveFX”).

The CySEC and the FSC Mauritius have recently been made aware that LiveFX is displaying a fraudulent copy of an Investment Dealer, Full Service Dealer (excluding underwriting) Licence portraying the logo FSC Mauritius which is accessible on the following website: http://www.dionlivefx.com/regulation.html

The address is incorrectly stated insofar as the address of the FSC Mauritius reads as FSC House 54 Cybercity Ebene Republic of Mauritius. However, the address on the fraudulent licence appears as FSC House 54 Cybercity Ebene Republic of Cyrus.

The CySEC and the FSC Mauritius hereby inform the public that LiveFX is not and has not at any time been licensed by the CySEC or the FSC Mauritius.

The CySEC and the FSC Mauritius therefore urge the public to exercise caution in respect to LiveFX.
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